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Abstract— Constrained Concept Factorization (CCF) yields the enhanced representation ability over CF by incorporating label 
information as additional constraints, but it cannot classify and group unlabeled data appropriately. Minimizing the difference 
between the original data and its reconstruction directly can enable CCF to model a small noisy perturbation, but is not robust to 
gross sparse errors. Besides, CCF cannot preserve the manifold structures in new representation space explicitly, especially in 
an adaptive manner. In this paper, we propose a joint label prediction based Robust Semi-Supervised Adaptive Concept 
Factorization (RS2ACF) framework. To obtain robust representation, RS2ACF relaxes the factorization to make it simultaneously 
stable to small entrywise noise and robust to sparse errors. To enrich prior knowledge to enhance the discrimination, RS2ACF 
clearly uses class information of labeled data and more importantly propagates it to unlabeled data by jointly learning an explicit 
label indicator for unlabeled data. By the label indicator, RS2ACF can ensure the unlabeled data of the same predicted label to 
be mapped into the same class in feature space. Besides, RS2ACF incorporates the joint neighborhood reconstruction error 
over the new representations and predicted labels of both labeled and unlabeled data, so the manifold structures can be 
preserved explicitly and adaptively in the representation space and label space at the same time. Owing to the adaptive manner, 
the tricky process of determining the neighborhood size or kernel width can be avoided. Extensive results on public databases 
verify that our RS2ACF can deliver state-of-the-art data representation, compared with other related methods.   
Index Terms— Robust discriminative data representation, semi-supervised adaptive concept factorization, joint label prediction 
——————————      —————————— 
1 INTRODUCTION
HE ever-increasing and enormous real data (e.g., vis-
ual images) of high-dimensional attributes have been 
posing challenges for the researchers working toward 
to handle the data representation issue. High-dimensional 
data representation is a fundamental problem in the areas 
of visual pattern recognition and data mining, because a 
“good” representation can discover the important latent 
structures and salient information in data for enhancing 
subsequent data clustering or classification. Matrix factor-
ization is one of the representative representation learn-
ing methods of data, among which Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA) [1], Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) 
[2], Vector Quantization (VQ) [3], Non-negative Matrix 
Factorization (NMF) [4] and Concept Factorization (CF) [5] 
are several widely-used popular algorithms. Specifically, 
both NMF and CF enforce the resulting matrix factors to 
be nonnegative, which enables them to produce the parts-
based representation of the original data [4-5][40-41].  
To the best of our knowledge, most existing factoriza-
tion based methods aim at calculating the new basis vec-
tors to represent data [4-5]. Specifically, NMF is to obtain 
two nonnegative factors U and V whose product can well 
approximate the data X, i.e., X≈UVT, where U contains the 
basis vectors and VT is the new representation. The multi-
plicative updating rules minimizing NMF are given as 
 
 
 
 
1 1,
T
jkt t t tik
ik ik jk jkT T
ik jk
X WXV
u u v v
UV V VU U
   .                    
Note that existing studies on clustering and recognition 
have verified that NMF obtains the enhanced results than 
VQ, PCA and SVD [6]. More recently, several enhanced 
NMF variants have been proposed by extending NMF to 
the locality preserving scenario or discriminant scenario, 
e.g., Projective NMF (PNMF) [7], Graph Regularized 
NMF (GNMF) [8][27], Graph-based Discriminative NMF 
(GDNMF) with label information [44], Constrained NMF 
(CNMF) [9] and Semi-Supervised GNMF (SemiGNMF) 
[8]. Although the enhanced results have been delivered 
by aforementioned NMF variants, but NMF and its vari-
ants can only be performed in the original feature space 
of data points, so it cannot be executed in the reproducing 
kernel Hilbert space and the powerful kernel trick cannot 
be applied to NMF directly. Note that the reason will be 
presented after introducing the CF algorithm.  
The recent CF model is a variation of NMF by express-
ing each cluster using a linear combination of data points 
and representing each data by a linear combination of the 
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cluster centers [5]. As a result, CF can be performed either 
in the original space or in kernel space due to its flexible 
formulation, i.e., data X is approximated by the product 
of three matrices X, W, and V, i.e., X≈XWVT.  Representa-
tive variants of CF are Locally Consistent Concept Factor-
ization (LCCF) [10] and Constrained Concept Factoriza-
tion (CCF) [14]. The multiplicative updating rules mini-
mizing CF are given in Eq.(3). One can find that the up-
dating rules of CF clearly involve the inner product of X 
and hence it can be easily kernelized. In contrast, the up-
dating rules of NMF and its variants do not have the in-
ner product of X, so they cannot be kernelized directly as 
CF. Note that kernelization is useful to extract nonlinear 
features hidden in the data by kernel-induced mapping. 
Besides, since the computation of those kernelized meth-
od mainly relies on the number of samples rather than the 
dimension, so the kernelized method will be applicable to 
handle the high-dimensional dataset.  
     Class 1         Class 2       Class 3
x
 
Fig.1: The nearest neighbor relationship of the example point 
x when k is set to 5, where the red dashed lines denote the 
nearest neighbor relationships.  
It is worth noting that CF and its variants still have cer-
tain drawbacks. First, CF can only reveal the global Eu-
clidean geometry of data, but fails to preserve the locality 
structures. To solve this issue, LCCF [10] uses the graph 
Laplacian to smooth the representation so that the local 
geometry information is encoded. Due to the local preser-
vation ability, LCCF can obtain the enhanced and more 
descriptive manifold preserving representations than CF. 
Note that the manifold preservation ability is important 
for most representation learning tasks on the real datasets, 
since most human generated vision data (e.g., image and 
video) or non-vision data (e.g., text and document) are 
probably sampled from a sub-manifold of low intrinsic 
dimensionality, that is a topological space locally resem-
bling the Euclidean space near each point, hidden in the 
high-dimensional Euclidean space [11][12][46][48]. For 
example, a set of face images of one individual changing 
smoothly from the front to side can form a sub-manifold. 
The closer the adjacent faces, the more similar, i.e., locality. 
Thus, it is important to preserve the manifold structures 
while learning the representations. But note that LCCF 
still suffers from two shortcomings. (1) LCCF determines 
the neighbors of each sample firstly by k-nearest neighbor 
search and fixes k to construct the weights, but determin-
ing a suitable k is rather tricky in reality. Also, using the 
same k value artificially for each sample is also unreason-
able, which does not consider the distribution of complex 
real data [11-13], such as the class-imbalance distribution, 
i.e., the scale of some classes is much larger than that of 
other classes. For example, in the fraudulent transactions 
identification, most transactions are normal, and only a 
small fraction of transactions are fraudulent. For such 
cases, LCCF suffers from an obvious drawback, especially 
for small scale classes, i.e., the neighbors of certain sample 
may be chosen from other classes due to the fixed number 
k. A simple class-imbalance example (3-class case) is given 
in Fig.1, and we use the sample x of class 2 as an example. 
For this case, if we fix k=5 for LCCF to find the neighbors 
of x, two neighbors must be selected from other two clas-
ses (i.e., wrong connections), since class 2 only has four 
samples including x. The wrong connections can directly 
lead to inaccurate similarities and representation results. 
Thus, it is of great interest both in theory and in practice if 
we can extend CF to the adaptive weighting to determine 
k automatically, i.e., adaptive for different real datasets. (2) 
LCCF pre-defines the weights and graph Laplacian inde-
pendently prior to the factorization, but such an operation 
cannot ensure that the pre-encoded weights to be optimal 
for the subsequent representation. Thus, it would be bet-
ter if we can incorporate the adaptive weighting into the 
factorization process further. Second, LCCF is also unsu-
pervised as CF, i.e., they both cannot take advantage of 
class information of labeled data to improve the represen-
tation performance even if label information of samples is 
available. To solve this issue effectively, CCF [14] was re-
cently proposed. CCF can obtain the representations of 
data consistent with known label information by defining 
an explicit label constraint matrix to represent the label 
information of labeled samples, and thus can ensure the 
original labeled data sharing the same label to be mapped 
into one class in low-dimensional space. But CCF cannot 
predict the labels of originally unlabeled data and also 
map them into their respective subspaces (i.e., clusters) in 
feature space, since it did not define an explicit label indi-
cator matrix for unlabeled data, but simply sets it to be an 
identity matrix. Note that the constraint matrix contains 
the label indicator vectors for each sample, with the big-
gest entry in each label indicator vector determining the 
class assignment of the sample, as can be observed from 
Eq.(7). Because the number of labeled data is typically 
small in reality, the positive effects of incorporating the 
label constraints may be limited in CCF. Also, CCF cannot 
preserve the manifold structures in representation space 
explicitly, especially in an adaptive manner. But losing the 
adaptive local preservation power may also result in the 
degraded representations. Another common shortcoming 
of most CF based methods is that they directly minimize 
the difference between the data X and its reconstruction 
XWVT, which can only enable them to model the small 
noisy perturbation of the reconstruction, but they will fail 
in presence of gross sparse errors in reality.  
In this paper, we therefore propose effective schemes to 
overcome the aforementioned shortcomings of LCCF and 
CCF, and at the same time inherit the advantages of them. 
The main contributions are shown as follows:   
(1) Technically, A joint label prediction based partially 
labeled high-dimensional data representation framework, 
termed robust Semi-Supervised Adaptive Concept Factor-
ization (RS2ACF), is proposed. To improve the representa-
tion ability, RS2ACF seamlessly incorporates the robust 
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semi-supervised concept factorization, robust label pre-
diction and the joint adaptive manifold preserving con-
straints on the label indicator and new representation into 
a unified framework. To obtain the robust representations, 
RS2ACF explicitly relaxes the factorization to make it 
simultaneously stable to small entrywise noise and robust 
to gross sparse errors. To interpret the resulting nonnega-
tive factors from the factorization process of RS2ACF, we 
take the image recognition task as an example. Let X be 
an image data, RS2ACF also approximates it by the prod-
uct of several matrices X, W and V, where VT=ZTAT is the 
new representation of X, A is a label constraint matrix 
and Z is an auxiliary matrix. Due to our unified model, 
the linear reconstruction XW by the resulting factor W can 
be interpreted as the cluster prototypes or basis vectors 
that discover the latent semantic structures hidden in the 
image data X. The other factor VT under the label con-
straint and adaptive manifold preserving constraint can 
be interpreted as the discriminative adaptive locality pre-
serving new representations or coordinates of the original 
data in X, which exhibits attractive properties over CCF 
and LCCF. Besides, the dimension of learnt new represen-
tation VT is usually much smaller than that of X (i.e., 
compact representation of the original high-dimensional 
data) in practical applications, which therefore can facili-
tate other subsequent data mining tasks, e.g., clustering 
and classification of high-dimensional real-world data.  
(2) To enable RS2ACF to deal with the complex or spe-
cial distributions potentially, such as the class-imbalance 
distribution, we present an adaptive strategy to preserve 
the local manifold structures in the factorization process. 
That is, RS2ACF integrates the adaptive weighting and the 
semi-supervised concept factorization seamlessly into a 
unified model. Specifically, RS2ACF includes a neighbor-
hood reconstruction error encoded by sharing the graph 
weight matrix in original space, new representation space 
and label space at the same time for joint minimization, so 
the manifold structures of labeled and unlabeled data can 
be preserved explicitly and adaptively in the learnt repre-
sentation space and label space. That is, we do not need to 
specify the number k of neighbors at all, since the neigh-
bors of each data point are determined automatically via 
minimizing the reconstruction error jointly. By updating 
the weights, new representation and predicted labels al-
ternately, one can ensure the weights to be optimal for the 
data representation and can also reduce the wrong inter-
class connections clearly as can be seen from the examples 
in Figs.2 and 3, while existing locality based LCCF cannot 
ensure such issue. By the adaptive weighting, the tricky 
issue of determining the optimal neighborhood size k suf-
fered in LCCF can be avoided, i.e., RS2ACF can be adap-
tive to different distributions of real datasets, which can 
make it more applicable to the real applications.   
(3) To effectively improve the discriminating power of 
learnt representation, our RS2ACF clearly considers mak-
ing full use of the class information of labeled data and 
enriching the supervised prior information. Specifically, 
RS2ACF considers propagating the class information of 
labeled data to unlabeled data and further predict the 
labels of those unlabeled data by jointly learning a robust 
label predictor P and an explicit label indicator matrix for 
the unlabeled data. By the predicted labels of unlabeled 
samples, RS2ACF can explicitly ensure the unlabeled data 
sharing the same predicted label to be mapped into their 
respective subspaces in feature space. Thus, the discrimi-
nating ability of the new representations can be potential-
ly enhanced compared with CCF, since CCF only defines 
a label indicator sub-matrix for labeled data and can only 
ensure those originally labeled data of the same class to 
be mapped into respective subspaces. As a result, RS2ACF 
will be more applicable to deal with the semi-supervised 
learning task that the number of labeled samples is lim-
ited, which is often encountered in real applications. The 
sparse L2,1-norm is also used on the predictor P so that 
the embedded discriminative soft labels can be obtained 
in the projective latent subspace for classification [15-17].   
The paper is outlined as follows. Section 2 reviews the 
related work briefly. Section 3 presents the formulation 
and optimization of RS2ACF mathematically. In Section 4, 
we show the connections between RS2ACF and other re-
lated work. Section 5 shows simulation results on public 
datasets. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 6.  
2   RELATED WORK 
We briefly review CF [5], LCCF [10] and CCF [14] here.  
2.1 Concept Factorization (CF) 
Concept Factorization is a classical unsupervised matrix 
factorization method for data representation. Given a da-
ta matrix  1 2, ,..., D NNX x x x   , where , 1,2, ,ix i N    is a 
sample vector, N  is the number of samples and D is the 
original dimension of each sample. Letting D rU  and 
T r NV  be two nonnegative matrices whose product 
T D NUV  is the approximation to the original data X , 
where the rank r  is a constant, by representing each basis 
by using a nonnegative linear combination of ix , that is, 
1
N
ij ii
w x
 , where 0ijw  , then CF aims at calculating the 
approximate relation as TX XWV . That is, CF proposes 
to solve the following minimization problem:   
2TO X XWV  ,                                    (1) 
where N rijW w
     , XW  approximates the bases, 
TV is 
the new representation, and TV is the transpose of V. The 
multiplicative updating rules of CF are described as 
 
 
 
 
1 1, jkt t t tikik ik jk jkT T
ik jk
KWKV
w w v v
KWV V VW KW
   ,            (2) 
where TK X X  is the inner product matrix or kernel matr
ix. After the convergence of the above rules, the new repr
esentation TV of the original data X can be obtained.  
2.2 Locally Consistent Concept Factorization (LCCF) 
LCCF learns the manifold preserving new representations 
of original data by including a geometrically based regu-
larizer. Specifically, LCCF firstly constructs a graph G(R, E) 
with N nodes over the samples in X, where each vertex ir   
in vertex set R corresponds to a sample ix , and the edge 
weight ijS  connecting ix and jx can be defined as 
     / , if  or 
0, otherwise
   

T
i j i j i k j j k i
ij
x x x x x N x x N x
S ,     (3) 
  
where  k iN x is the set including the k nearest neighbors of 
xi. The regularization term  can then be defined as 
 
2
, 1
1/ 2

   N Ti j iji j v v S tr V LV ,                    (4) 
where iv is the i-th column of V, graph Laplacian L=D-S, D 
is a diagonal matrix whose entries are column (or row, 
since S is symmetric) sums of S, i.e., ii ijjD S . Thus, 
LCCF solves the following objective function:  
 2
,
min ,   . . , 0T T
W V
X XWV tr V LV s t W V   ,            (5) 
where 0  is a regularization factor. Finally, the updat-
ing rules of W and V can be computed as [10]:  
 
 
 
 
1 1, jkt t t tikik ik jk jkT T
ik jk
KW SVKV
w w v v
KWV V VW KW DV


 

 

.     (6)  
2.3 Constrained Concept Factorization (CCF) 
CCF extends CF to semi-supervised scenario [33][45][47-
48] by using the class information of labeled data as addi-
tional constraint. Supposing that the dataset X contains a 
labeled set D lLX
 and an unlabeled set D uUX  , that 
is, l u N   and  [ , ] D l uL UX X X
   , where l and u are 
the numbers of labeled and unlabeled data respectively, 
then CCF can drive the constrained factorization by rep-
resenting label information by a label constraint matrix A . 
Let l cLA
  be a class indicator matrix defined over 
class information of LX , where c is the number of classes. 
The entry  L ijA  is defined as 1 if ix is labeled with the j-
th class, and otherwise   0L ijA  . Note that CCF does not 
define an explicit label indicator matrix for UX  and simp-
ly uses an u u  identity matrix u uI   for UX . Thus, the 
overall label constraint matrix A  is defined as 
     0
0
L l u c ul c
u u
A
A
I
  

 
  
  
 .                  (7) 
To ensure the points sharing the same label are mapped 
into the same class in low-dimensional space (i.e., same vi), 
CCF imposes the label constraint by an auxiliary matrix Z:  
V AZ .                                          (8) 
By substituting V AZ  into CF, CCF finds a non-nega-
tive matrix N rW  and  c u rZ    from 
2T TO X XWZ A  .                                (9) 
The updating rules for W and Z are described as [14]:  
 
 
1t t ik
ik ik T T
ik
KAZ
w w
KWZ A AZ
  , 
 
 
1
T
jkt t
jk jk T T
jk
A KW
z z
A AZW KW
  .   (10) 
3   ROBUST SEMI-SUPERVISED ADAPTIVE CONCEPT 
FACTORIZATION (RS2ACF) 
3.1 The Objective Function 
We describe the idea and formulation of our RS2ACF that 
overcomes the shortcomings of both CCF and LCCF to 
improve the representation and discriminating abilities. 
Given a partially labeled dataset  [ , ] D l uL UX X X
   , our 
RS2ACF incorporates the semi-supervised concept factor-
ization, robust label prediction and joint adaptive mani-
fold preserving constraints on the label indicator and new 
representation seamlessly into a unified model. RS2ACF 
also considers enhancing the robust properties of factori-
zation process. Specifically, our RS2ACF relaxes the origi-
nal reconstruction error 2ori FE , where  
T T
oriE X XWZ A  in 
CCF, to    T ToriE X E XWZ A , where E  is the L2,1-norm 
regularized sparse matrix. Thus, RS2ACF can be simulta-
neously stable to small entrywise noise that is modeled by 
2
ori F
E  and robust to the gross sparse errors modeled by 
L2,1-norm [15-16] based E, i.e., 
2,1
TE . Thus, the recov-
ered low-dimensional new representation of original data 
can be potentially more accurate. Finally, our RS2ACF can 
jointly calculate a low-dimensional new representation of 
original data X, an auxiliary matrix 2c rZ  , an adaptive 
weighting matrix    l u l uQ    , a sparse term E encoding 
the sparse errors, a label indicator u cUA
  for unlabeled 
samples in UX  and a robust label predictor 
D cP   for 
the class assignment. These can lead to the following ini-
tial problem for our presented RS2ACF:  
   
2
2,1, , ,
, ,
min + + f g ,
. . , , 0,  0
U
T T T
UFW Z E
Q A P
ii
X E XWZ A E Q A P
s t W Z Q Q
    
 
, (11) 
where 2  T T
F
X E XWZ A is the robust reconstruction error 
over all data,  f Q is the adaptive locality constraint term 
of representations, and  g ,UA P  is the joint learning term 
of the class indicator for unlabeled data and robust label 
predictor. , , 0W Z Q   are the non-negative constraints, and 
0iiQ   is to avoid the trivial solution IQ  , where I is the 
identity matrix. 0  and 0  are two parameters. Our 
RS2ACF defines the overall fully labeled constraint matrix 
A , auxiliary matrix Z and nonnegative matrix W as 
   0 , ,
0
         
 
  l u c cL l c u cL U
U
A
A A A
A
,       (12) 
   ,   
   
      
   
 c c r l u rL L
U U
Z W
Z W
Z W
,             (13) 
where Al is the class indicator for labeled data. Note that 
RS2ACF also learns an explicit class indicator UA  for un-
labeled data UX  so that the new representations of both 
labeled and unlabeled data can be well grouped in feature 
space. Although the term 2  T T
F
X E XWZ A   in RS2ACF 
shares the similar form as that of CCF, RS2ACF can enable 
the model to be robust to small entrywise noise and gross 
sparse errors jointly and can estimate the labels of unla-
beled data by P. The definitions of Z and A are also dif-
ferent for CCF and RS2ACF. Next, we describe  f Q  and 
 g ,UA P  for the adaptive weighting and classification.   
1) Adaptive Locality Constraint of Representations 
To keep the local manifold structures of new representa-
tion, RS2ACF obtains the adaptive reconstruction weight 
matrix Q from the following function:  
 
2 22
f
. . 0,  0
T T T T T T
F F F
ii
Q X XQ Z A Z A Q P X P XQ
s t Q Q
     
 
,  (14) 
where AZ  is the low-dimensional representation of X, P 
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is a linear projection classifier that will be discussed short-
ly, i.e., TP X  are the predicted labels of X. Clearly, the 
weight matrix Q minimizes the reconstruction errors over 
original data X, new representations AZ  and estimated 
labels TP X  jointly. That is, the neighborhood encoded by 
weights Q are consistently shared in the original space, 
new representation space and label space at the same 
time. Thus, the local manifold structures can be clearly 
preserved in representation space and label space.  
2) Joint Learning of Class Indicator Au for XU and Ro-
bust Label Predictor P 
We discuss how to obtain an explicit class indicator Au for 
unlabeled data by jointly computing a robust label predic-
tor P. Different from CCF whose positive effects of incor-
porating the label constraints may be limited, we would 
like to investigate how to estimate the class information of 
originally unlabeled data so that all the training data (in-
cluding both labeled and unlabeled data) can be grouped 
and represented more accurately. To this end, we propose 
to define the following embedding based function to 
compute the class indicator Au for unlabeled data:   
 
2 2
2,1
g , T TU L L U UF FA P A X P A X P P     ,      (15) 
from which it is clear that the embedded labels TLX P  and 
T
UX P  only depends on the indicators LA  and UA . 2,1P  is 
L2,1-norm based label predictor that can propagate class 
information of labeled data to unlabeled data. Note that 
the sparse L2,1-norm can ensure the robust properties of 
the predictor P so that it is robust to noise and outliers in 
data [15-16], and it can also enable the discriminating soft 
labels to be predicted in the latent label subspace. To clari-
fy the advantages of using  f Q  and  g ,UA P  more clear-
ly, we discuss the sum of them, which is given as 
   
 
 
2 22
2 2
2,1
f g ,
=
+
 



    
   
U
T T T T T T
F F F
T T
L L U UF F
Q A P
X XQ Z A Z A Q P X P XQ
A X P A X P P
, 
where the minimization of  2 2 +   T TL L U UF FA X P A X P   2
 T T
F
P X P XQ  can clearly mean that the process of pre-
dicting the labels TUX P  of the unlabeled samples not only 
replies on the class indicator UA , but also receives partial 
information from the adaptive neighborhood of each data 
in terms of label reconstruction by 
2
T T
F
P X P XQ  [17][36], 
where the adaptive neighborhood is mainly encoded by 
the adaptive weights in Q. As a result, the predicted labels 
of the unlabeled data will be potentially more accurate for 
classification, especially for the cases that the estimated 
class indicator UA  is not very reliable in special cases.  
Thus, the final objective function of RS2ACF is given as 
 
 
2
2,1, , , , ,
2 22
2 2
2,1
min +
. . , , 0,  0



 
     
    
 
U
T T T
FW Z E Q A P
T T T T T T
F F F
T T
L L U UF F
ii
X E XWZ A E
X XQ Z A Z A Q P X P XQ
A X P A X P P
s t W Z Q Q
.  (16) 
Note that we can obtain a weight matrix Q, a class indi-
cator Au for unlabeled data, and a linear projection classi-
fier P jointly from Eq.(16). Thus, T TXWZ A  in our RS2ACF 
can be regarded as the robust semi-supervised adaptive 
neighborhood preserving representation of original data. 
In what follows, we detail the optimization procedures.   
3.2 Optimization 
We show how to solve the objective function of RS2ACF in 
Eq.(16). Since the variables, i.e., W, Z, AU, Q and P, rely on 
each other, they cannot be solved directly. Thus, we pre-
sent an alternate method to obtain the local optima of the 
model by iterative updating rules [8], i.e., we update one 
variable each time by fixing others. The optimization can 
be alternately performed by the following steps:   
1) Fix others, update the matrix factor W:  
We can update the variable W with other variables given. 
By removing terms that are independent on W, we can 
have the following reduced formulation:   
,
2
min . . 0T T
FW
X E XWZ A s t W   .                 (17) 
Define    TEK X E X E    and by using the property 
of matrix, the above problem can be reformulated as 
      
  2
min     
   
TT T T T
T T T T T T
E
W
J W X E XWZ A X E XWZ A
K X E XWZ A AZW KWZ A
tr
tr
, (18) 
Let ik be the Lagrange multiplier for the constraint 
0ikw  and  ik  , then the Lagrange function 1  of 
the above problem can be constructed as 
    1 2 T T T T T T TEK X E XWZ A AZW KWZ A tr Wtr      .(19) 
The partial derivative of 1  w.r.t. W can be computed as 
 1 / 2 2T T TW KWZ A AZ X X E AZ        .     (20) 
By applying the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condition 
0ik ikw  , we can obtain the following equation:  
     0T T Tik ikik ikKWZ A AZ w X X E AZ w   .         (21) 
Thus, we obtain the updating rule of  ikW w  as 
  
 
T
ik
ik ik T T
ik
X X E AZ
w w
KWZ A AZ

 .                          (22) 
2) Fix others, update matrix Z and class indicator AU:  
We update variables Z and AU in this step. Note that we 
update the sub-matrices ZL and ZU separately. Based on 
the matrix property, that is, 2
F
A  =    =T Ttr A A tr AA , by 
removing terms that are irrelevant to AU, ZL and ZU, and 
expanding 
2
  T T
F
X E XWZ A  into labeled and unlabeled 
parts, we can have the following reduced formulation:   
 
 
2
, ,
2
2
min , ,
, . . , 0


  
   
  
L U U
T T
L U U L L L L L L FZ Z A
T T T T
U U U U U U F
T
U U L UF
J Z Z A X E X W Z A
X E X W Z A tr Z A HAZ
A X P s t Z Z
,        (23) 
where   TH I Q I Q    is an auxiliary matrix based on 
  
the adaptive weight matrix Q, and can be further splitted 
into four blocks over the labeled and unlabeled data:   
 
  
 
LL LU
UL UU
H H
H
H H
,                                (24) 
   To simplify the optimization, we first expand the semi-
supervised concept factorization term  T Ttr Z A HAZ  as 
 
 
00
,
00
,
        
                   
    
            
 
 
T T
T
LL LU L LT T L
L U T
UL UU U UU
LL LU L LT T T T
L L U U
UL UU U U
T T T T
L L LL L L U U UL L L
T T T T
L L LU U U U U U
tr Z A HAZ
H H A ZA
tr Z Z
H H A ZA
H H A Z
tr Z A Z A
H H A Z
tr Z A H A Z Z A H A Z
tr Z A H A Z Z A H U U UA Z
. (25) 
   Let ik , ik , and ik be the Lagrange multipliers for the con-
straints   0L ikz  ,   0U ikz  ,   0U ika  , and  ik  ,  ik  , 
 ik   respectively, the Lagrange function of the prob-
lem in Eq.(23) can then be constructed as 
       , , T T TL U U L U UJ Z Z A tr Z tr Z tr A       .   (26) 
   Let    TU U U UK X E X  and   
T
L L L LK X E X , the partial 
derivatives w.r.t. ,L UZ Z  and UA  can be defined as 
2 2 2L L L L L
L
A K W M O
Z


    

 ,                 (27) 
2 2 2U U U U U
U
A K W M O
Z


     

 ,                (28) 
 2 2 2 2T TU U U U L U U
U
K W Z G G A X P
A
 

       

 ,  (29) 
where  T T TL L L L L L L LM A A Z W X X W ,  
T T
L L LL L L L LU U UO A H A Z A H A Z , 
T T T
U U U U U U U UM A A Z W X X W ,  
T T T
U U UU U U U LU L LO A H A Z A H A Z , 
 T T TU U U U U U U UG A Z W X X W Z ,  
T T T
L UU U U U LU L L UG H A Z Z H A Z Z . 
By applying the KKT conditions   0ik U ikz  ,   0ik L ikz  , 
and   0ik U ika  , we can obtain the following equations:  
            0L L L L L L L Lik ik ik ik ik ikA K W z M z O z    ,   (30) 
            0U U U U U U U Uik ik ik ik ik ikA K W z M z O z    ,  (31) 
           
    0
T
U U U U U U L Uik ik ik ik ikik
T
U U U ikik
K W Z a G a G a
A X P a


  
  
.    (32) 
Thus, the following updating rules for ZL, ZU, and AU 
can be easily obtained from Eqs.(30-32):  
   
 
 
L L L ik
L Lik ik
L L ik
A K W
z z
M O


,                         (33) 
   
 
 
U U U ik
U Uik ik
U U ik
A K W
z z
M O


,                        (34) 
   
 
 
T T
U U U U ik
U Uik ik
U L U ik
X P K W Z
a a
G G A

 


 
.                (35) 
3) Fix others, update the sparse error term E:  
To update E, we have the following reduced problem by 
removing the irrelevant terms from the objective function:  
 
2
2,1
min +   T T T
FE
J E X E XWZ A E .           (36) 
By the properties of L2,1-norm [15-17],  2,1 2 TE tr E E  , 
where N N is a diagonal matrix with the entries being 
2
1 / 2 Tii iE     , 1, , i N , where iE  is the i-th column of 
E. When each 0iE , we have an approximate problem:  
       min +T T
E
J E tr E E tr E E    .          (37) 
where T TX XWZ A  . By taking the derivative of  J E  
w.r.t. E, one can obtain the updating rule for E as 
   1T TE X XWZ A I      .                        (38) 
  Then, we can update   as  
2
, 1 / 2       
T
ii ii idiag E .  
4) Fix others, update adaptive weighting matrix Q:  
We fix Z and AU to update the weight matrix Q. Note that 
we regard Z and A as a whole in the step of updating Q. 
We can have the following reduced problem by removing 
the irrelevant terms from the objective function:  
 
   2 22
2
min
, . . 0,  0

 
 
 
     
   
   
      
   
   
   
T T T T T T
F F FQ
T T T T
ii
F
J Q X XQ Z A Z A Q P X P XQ
X X
Z A Z A Q s t Q Q
PX PX
. 
(39) 
Let  , , TT T TnewY X AZ X P   , then the optimization 
of Eq.(36) is equivalent to solving the following one:  
   2min , . . 0,  0new new iiFQ J Q Y Y Q s t Q Q    .       (40) 
Similarly, we can define the Lagrange function 2  of Q as 
     2     T T Tnew newtr Y I Q I Q Y tr Q ,             (41) 
where  ik  is Lagrange multiplier for constraint 0ikq  . 
Then, the derivative of 2  w.r.t. Q can be obtained as 
2 / 2 2
T T
new new new newQ Y Y Q Y Y      .               (42) 
Since 0ik ikq  , according to the KKT condition, we have 
    0T Tnew new ik new new ikik ikY Y Q q Y Y q  .                  (43) 
    Finally, we obtain the updating rule for weights Q as 
 
 
T
new new ik
ik ik T
new new ik
Y Y
q q
Y Y Q
 .                             (44) 
After the reconstruction weight matrix Q is updated by 
the above equation, we further make 0iiQ  .  
4) Given AU, update the robust label predictor P:  
The predicted label matrix AU of unlabeled data is fixed in 
this step, and we show how to update the label predictor 
P. In this case, we have the following reduced problem:  
 
 
2
2 2
2,1
min T T
FP
T T
L L U UF F
J P P X P XQ
A X P A X P P


 
    
. (45) 
Let 
D D
B

 be a diagonal matrix with the diagonal en-
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tries being
2
1 / 2   
i
iib p , 1, , i D , then we can transform 
Eq.(45) into the following matrix trace form:  
        
      
min  
 
   
   
TT T T T
L L L L
P
TT T T
U U U U
J P tr P XHX P tr A X P A X P
tr A X P A X P tr P BP
, 
(46) 
when each 0ip , 1, , i D , where ip is the i-th row vec-
tor of the label predictor P. By taking the derivative of 
 J P  w.r.t. P, one can obtain the updating rule for P as 
   1T T TL L U U L L U UP XHX X X X X B X A X A    

     . 
(47) 
In the t-th iteration, after Pt  is updated, we can easily 
update the diagonal matrix Bt as 
 
2
, 1 / 2 , 1,2, ,     
t t i
t ii ii tB diag b b p i D ,        (48) 
where itp  is the i-th row vector of the label predictor Pt. To 
present our method completely and clearly, we summa-
rize the optimization procedures of our RS2ACF in Algo-
rithm 1, where the diagonal matrix   and B is initialized 
as identity matrices as [16-17] so that 0TiE  and 0
ip  are 
satisfied during the iterative process. Note that minimiz-
ing 
2 2T T
L L U UF F
A X P A X P    means that the prediction 
results by the classifier P depend on the class indica-
tors LA  and UA . Since LA  is defined directly based on class 
information of labeled data, it is usually accurate. In con-
trast, the class indicator UA  is defined for unlabeled data, 
but unlabeled data has no supervised prior information. 
Thus, UA  is often initialized as a matrix of all zeros or an 
identity matrix in CCF [14], but minimizing 
2T
U U F
A X P  
jointly with these initializations tend to result in inaccu-
rate or even wrong predicted labels TUX P  over unlabeled 
data, i.e., the projection P cannot ensure to be a label pre-
dictor. In other words, the initialization of UA  is very im-
portant in our formulation. To address the above issues, 
two effective strategies are used to ensure that the projec-
tion P to be a label predictor and the prediction labels 
T
UX P  to be accurate as much as possible in this present 
paper. First, since LA  is accurate, we can initialize the la-
bel predictor P by 
2 2
min  TP L L FFA X P P with the solution 
  1 TL L L LP X X I X A . Based on the initialized P, we can 
initialize the class indicator UA  for unlabeled data further 
as TUX P . Second, the manifold preserving regularization 2T T
F
P X P XQ can preserve the relationships between the 
labeled and unlabeled data so that the process of predict-
ing the labels of unlabeled data can receive partial infor-
mation from UA  and also partly come from the neighbor-
hoods [36] so that the predictions can be more accurate.   
3.3 Convergence Analysis 
We present the convergence analysis of our RS2ACF in 
this section. Specifically, we have the following theorem 
(i.e., Theorem 1) regarding the above iterative updating 
rules. Theorem 1 can ensure the convergence of the itera-
tions and thus the final solution will be a local optimum.  
Theorem 1: The objective function of our RS2ACF 
method in Eq.(16) is non-increasing in the presented up-
dating rules of Eqs.(22) (33-35) and (44).  
Algorithm 1: Our Proposed RS2ACF Framework 
Inputs: Data matrix  [ , ] D l uL UX X X
   , positive constant 
r, and hyperparameters ,  ;   
Initialization: 0t  ; Initialize   and B to be identity ma-
trices; Initialize W and Z as random matrices; Initialize the 
error E to be zero matrix; Initialize the label predictor P as 
  1TL L L LP X X I X A

   and the class indicator UA  for unla-
beled data as TUX P . Initialize the entries of the weight ma-
trix Q by the cosine similarity, i.e.,  cos ,ij i jQ x x ;  
While not converged do 
1. Update ZL, ZU and AU by Eqs.(33-35). Obtain the whole 
constraint matrix A by Eq.(12) and Z=[ZL; ZU];  
2. Update the linear label predictor P by Eq. (44) ; 
3. Update the factorization matrix W by Eq.(22);  
4. Update the sparse error matrix E by Eq.(38);  
5. Update the adaptive weighting matrix Q by Eq. (44) ;  
6. Update the diagonal matrices   and B  accordingly;  
7. Convergence check: if 1 410  t t  , stop; else, return 
to step 1, where  is the objective function value.  
Output: New robust representation A*Z* of data X , weight 
matrix Q* and label predictor P*.   
 
 To prove Theorem 1, we use a similar convergence proof 
method of NMF [4] and CCF [14] by involving an auxil-
iary function to assist the analysis. We first show the defi-
nition of the auxiliary function and its property.   
Definition 1:  , 'G x x is an auxiliary function for  F x if 
the following conditions are satisfied:  
        , ,    ,G x x F x G x x F x   .                   (49) 
Lemma 1: If G denotes an auxiliary function, then F is 
non-increasing under the update:  
 1 arg min , t
x
x G x x .                             (50) 
Proof:        1 1, ,t t t t t tF x G x x G x x F x    .  
Note that the equality    1t tF x F x   holds only if tx  
is a local minimum of  , tG x x . By iterating the above up-
dates, we can easily obtain a sequence of estimates that 
can converge to a local minimum  min arg minxx F x . Next, 
we define an auxiliary function for our objective function 
and use Lemma 1 to show that the minimum of the ob-
jective function is exactly our update rule, and therefore 
the Theorem 1 can be proved.  
We firstly prove the convergence of the updating rule 
in Eq.(22). For any entry ijw  in W, let ijwF be the part of 
objective function relevant to ijw , i.e., Eq.(17). Since the 
update is essentially element-wise, it is sufficient to show 
each
ijw
F is non-increasing under the updating rules. To 
prove it, we can define the auxiliary function G for
ijw
F .  
Lemma 2: The following function is an auxiliary func-
tion for
ijw
F , which is only relevant to ijw :  
   
 
 2, ( ) ( )
ij ij
T T
ijt t t t t
ij w ij w ij ij ijt
ij
KWZ A AZ
G w w F w F w w w w w
w
     . 
(51) 
  Proof: The Taylor series expansion of 
ijw
F is described as 
   2( ) ( ) ( ) 1 / 2
ij ij ij ij
t t t t
w w ij w ij ij w ijF w F w F w w w F w w      . (52) 
Note that 2 2/ 2   T TW KZ A AZ ,    =
ij
T T
w ii jj
F K Z A AZ , and 
  
     
       
    1 .
2 ij
T T T T
ikij kj
k
T T t T T
kjij ikjj jj
k
t T T t
ij ij wii jj
KWZ A AZ KW Z A AZ
KW Z A AZ K w Z A AZ
w K Z A AZ w F

 
 

 ,(53) 
where  denotes the objective function of our RS2ACF. 
Thus, we can easily conclude that    ,
ij
t
ij wG w w F w .  
Note that the auxiliary function for the objective func-
tion with regard to variable ijq is defined as follows:  
   Lemma 3: The following function  , tijG q q , where 
      
 
 2,
ij ij
T
new new ijt t t t t
ij q ij q ij ij ijt
ij
Y Y Q
G q q F q F q q q q q
q
      
is an auxiliary function for  U ija
F  , which is the part of   
that is only relevant to the variable ijq .  
  Proof: The proof is essentially similar to that of Lemma 2. 
By comparing  , tijG q q with the Taylor series expansion of 
ijq
F , we only need to prove that   / 1 / 2
ij
T t
new new ij qij
Y Y Q q F  . 
Because we have      T T t Tnew new new new kj ij new newkij ik iiY Y Q Y Y q q Y Y  , 
2 2/ 2 Tnew newQ Y Y   and  =ij Tq new new iiF Y Y , we can conclude 
    / 2ijT tnew new ij qijY Y Q q F  , which can lead to    , ijtij qG q q F q .  
It should be noticed that we can similarly prove that 
      , L ij
t
L L Lzij
G z z F z ,       , U ij
t
U U Uzij
G z z F z ,and
      , U ij
t
U U Uaij
G a a F a , where  , tijG w w ,   , tL L ijG z z , 
  , tU U ijG z z ,   , tU U ijG a a  and  , tijG q q are respectively the 
auxiliary functions for 
ijw
F ,  L ijzF ,  U ijzF ,  U ijaF  and ijqF ,. 
According to Lemma 1, by computing 
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1
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
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

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t t
U z U U ij
t t
U a U U ij
t t
q ij
w G w w
z G z z
z G z z
a G a a
q G q q
,                  (54) 
one can similarly obtain the following equations:  
 
 
 
 
1 ij
t
w ij ijt t t t
ij ij ij ijT T T T
ij ij
KAZF w
w w w w
KWZ A AZ KWZ A AZ


   ,      (55) 
       
  
 
 
 
 
1 L ij
t T
L L L L Lz ijt t t t ij
L L L Lij ij ij ij
L L L Lij ij
F z A X X W
z z z z
M O M O 


  
 
, (56) 
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 
 
 
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Tt
new newq ij ijt t t t
ij ij ij ijT T
new new new newij ij
Y YF q
q q q q
Y Y Q Y Y Q


   ,              (59) 
which are exactly the same updates as in Eqs.(22)(33-35) 
(44) respectively. Thus, the objective function of RS2ACF 
in Eq.(16) is non-increasing under the updates, which will 
be verified by quantitative convergence analysis.  
3.4 Computational Complexity Analysis  
We briefly discuss the computational time complexity of 
our proposed RS2ACF. We use the big O notation to show 
the complexity of one algorithm as [39]. According to the 
updating rules of our RS2ACF, we only need to perform 
the extra updating of AU, P, Q and E over the CCF method. 
Since the big O of each updating operation for each vari-
able is not more than O(N3) in the optimization procedure 
of our RS2ACF if N is larger than dimension D, the overall 
time complexity of our RS2ACF is O(N3).  
4 RELATIONSHIP ANALYSIS 
In this section, we also discuss the important issues that 
are closely related to our proposed RS2ACF.  
4.1 Connections with CF [5] and LCCF [10] 
Both CF and LCCF aim at finding two matrices W, and V, 
where the product of X, W and V is the approximation to 
the data X. Recalling the objective function of RS2ACF in  
Eq.(16), if we substituting T T TV Z A  back, we can have 
the following simplified framework for our RS2ACF:  
 
   
2
, , , ,
22
min , , , ,
g ,
. . , , 0,  0
 
  
    
 
U
T
U FW V Q A P
T T
UF F
ii
J W V Q A P X E XWV
X XQ V V Q A P
s t W V Q Q
.          (60) 
    It is clear that if = =0   and the weight matrix Q is fixed 
in the optimization, the above problem can be reduced to 
    2 2
,
min ,
. . , 0
    

T T
FFW V
J W V X XWV X XQ tr V HV
s t W V
, (61) 
when the sparse error is not included, i.e., E=0, where 
  TH I Q I Q   . Note that 
2

F
X XQ  is a constant when 
Q is fixed and the above problem can be equivalent to the 
objective function of LCCF if H is equivalent to the graph 
Laplacian  L D S  in LCCF, where D  is a diagonal ma-
trix whose entries are column (or row) sums of the weight 
matrix S. Note that H L  when /  TS Q ee N , where e is a 
column vector of all ones. But fixing the weight matrix Q 
by pre-calculating it before minimizing the reconstruction 
error will make LCCF lose the adaptive locality preserv-
ing ability, and also the pre-calculated weights cannot be 
ensured to be optimal for subsequent matrix factorization. 
It is also noticed that if we further constrain =0 , i.e., dis-
carding the local manifold structure preservation power, 
the above problem just identifies the objective function of 
CF. Thus, both LCCF and CF are reduced formulations 
and special cases of our RS2ACF. That is, RS2ACF can po-
tentially outperform both LCCF and CF for data represen-
tation and high-dimension data analysis.  
4.2 Connection with CCF [14] 
We discuss the relations between CCF and RS2ACF. One 
common property is that they all take class information as 
the additional constraints. Recalling the constraint matrix 
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A of CCF in Eq.(7), the constraint matrix for the unlabeled 
data is set as an identity matrix, i.e., it can only use class 
information of labeled data and cannot predict the labels 
of unlabeled data. In contrast, RS2ACF can clearly obtain 
a label indicator AU for unlabeled data to capture the dis-
criminating hidden effects. It is clear that when =0  in 
our RS2ACF, we can have the following reduced problem:  
 
2
2,1, ,
min , , + , . . , 0   T T
FW V E
J W V E X E XWV E s t W V . (62) 
By comparing the problem of CCF with Eq.(62), one can 
easily find that Eq.(62) is a robust variant of CCF if the 
same AU is used. When the error term E=0, the problems 
of CCF and Eq.(62) are completely equivalent. Thus, CCF 
is clearly a special example of our RS2ACF. But note that 
setting =0   means that the reduced problem cannot 
keep the manifold structures and the discriminant infor-
mation hidden in unlabeled data cannot be mined to en-
hance the representation. Setting E=0 means that the gross 
sparse errors in data cannot be modeled any more.  
5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate RS2ACF for 
representing, clustering and classifying high-dimensional 
data. In our study, we mainly compare the performance of 
our RS2ACF with eight closely related matrix factorization 
and representation methods, including four unsupervised 
methods (i.e., NMF, CF, PNMF and LCCF), and four semi-
supervised methods (i.e., CNMF, GDNMF, SemiGNMF 
and CCF). Note that SemiGNMF also adds class infor-
mation of labeled data into the graph structures by modi-
fying the graph weight matrix [14]. In this study, four 
public face databases (i.e., JAFFE [18], AR [19], MIT CBCL 
[20] and UMIST databases [21]), two public object data-
bases (i.e., COIL100 [22] and ETH80 databases [23]), and 
two public handwritten databases (i.e., CASIA-HWDB1.1 
[24][25] and USPS [26]), are used to test the universal ap-
plicability of RS2ACF. Detailed information of used data-
bases is shown in Table 1, where we show the total num-
ber of samples, dimension and the number of classes.  For 
each face or object image databases, we follow the com-
mon evaluation procedures [49-50] to resize all the images 
into 32×32 pixels for each method for efficiency, and then 
further convert each image to a 1024-dimensional sample 
vector with each entry of the vector containing the grey 
values of image pixels. Finally, we can obtain a data ma-
trix with the vectorized representations of all the images 
as its columns. Note that the vectorized preprocessing for 
the handwritten image databases is similar in spirit. We 
perform all the simulations on a PC with Intel Core i5-
4590 CPU @ 3.30 GHz 3.30GHz 8G.  
Table 1: List of used datasets and dataset information. 
Data Type Dataset Name # sample # dim # class 
Face 
datasets 
UMIST [21] 1012 1024 20 
JAFFE [18] 213 1024 10 
AR [19] 2600 1024 100 
MIT CBCL [20] 3240 1024 10 
Object  
datasets 
COIL100 [22] 7200 1024 100 
ETH80 [23] 3280 1024 80 
Handwritten 
datasets 
CASIA-
HWDB1.1-D [25] 2381 196 10 
USPS [26] 9298 256 10 
5.1 Visualization of the Graph Adjacency Matrix 
For representation learning, preserving the local manifold 
structures of the new representations by weight construc-
tion is important for enhancing the representation power. 
Thus, we would like to compare the constructed adaptive 
weight matrix Q in our RS2ACF with other two traditional 
methods to define the graph adjacency matrix, i.e., Gauss-
ian function and LLE-style reconstruction weights [12]. In 
this study, the MIT face database is applied and we ran-
domly choose 20 images from each class (totally 200 im-
ages) to form the matrix X for clear observation, with 10 
labeled samples in each class for our RS2ACF method. The 
kernel width in Gaussian function is defined by using the 
method of [28] and the number of nearest neighbors is set 
to 7 [29]. To evaluate the robustness of weight learning to 
noise, we also prepare a setting under the noisy case.  
We visualize the constructed three weight matrices over 
the original data and noisy data in Figs.2-3, respectively. 
To corrupt data, we add random Gaussian noise by using 
 ,X X Variance randn D N    into original data X, where 
the variance is set to 20. Note that we also evaluate the 
three graph adjacency matrices numerically by comparing 
the reconstruction error  2 2/  
FF
X XQ X , where Q is the 
graph weight matrix obtained by each weighting method. 
It is clear that the smaller the reconstruction error  is, the 
better the data reconstruction performance will be, and 
vice versa. We can find that: 1) The learnt graph adjacency 
matrix by each weighting approach can have approximate 
block-diagonal structures. Compared with our weights, 
there are more wrong inter-class connections in Gaussian 
weights and LLE-style reconstruction weights, which may 
result in inaccurate similarity measures and subsequent 
poor data representations. Specifically, more wrong inter-
class connections are produced in the Gaussian weights 
and LLE-style weights over the noisy case. The main rea-
son for the failure may be because they have to select the 
number of nearest neighbors or kernel width in Gaussian 
function, and more importantly they usually fix the num-
ber of neighbors for each sample, which is not reasonable, 
because such operation fails to consider the actual distri-
butions of different real data; 2) In contrast, our RS2ACF 
computes the adaptive weights jointly without needing to 
specify the number of nearest neighbors or kernel width 
used in Gaussian function, so RS2ACF can obtain a weight 
matrix with less wrong inter-class connections and good 
intra-class connectivity at the same time, which can be 
attributed to the adaptive formulation of learning weights, 
since the learnt weights can be adaptive to different da-
tasets, and we do not need to choose the number of near-
est neighbors beforehand and also do not fix it for each 
data as existing methods; 3) From the quantitative evalua-
tion of reconstruction, we can conclude that our adaptive 
weight matrix can obtain the smaller reconstruction error 
than other two weighting methods, i.e., using our adap-
tive weight matrix to reconstruct the data X is more accu-
rate. As a result, the encoded local manifold structures by 
the adaptive weight matrix of our RS2ACF would be po-
tentially more accurate and powerful for enhancing the 
representation ability. The reconstruction error by Gauss-
ian weights is larger than that by LLE-style reconstruction 
weights in both original and noisy cases. In addition, we 
see that the reconstruction error of each method over the 
  
noisy data is higher than that on original data, which im-
plies that the noise in data can indeed decrease the repre-
sentation ability of encoded weights. Therefore, learning a 
robust weight matrix is crucial for data representation.  
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Fig.2: Original images (first), and the visualizations of Gaussian weights (second), LLE-style reconstruction weights (third) and 
the adaptive weights in our RS2ACF (fourth) on the original MIT face database.  
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Fig.3: Original noisy images (first), and the visualizations of Gaussian weights (second), LLE-style reconstruction weights 
(third) and the adaptive weights in our RS2ACF (fourth) on the noisy MIT face database with random corruptions.  
5.2 Convergence Analysis 
We have proved that the objective function value of our 
RS2ACF in Eq.(16) is non-increasing under the updating 
rules in Subsection 3.3, so we would like to present some 
quantitative convergence analysis results to verify it. Two 
face databases (i.e., MIT CBCL and AR), one object data-
base (i.e., ETH80), and one handwritten digit database 
(i.e., CASIA-HWDB1.1-D) are evaluated. For each data-
base, we respectively choose 20%, 40%, 60% and 80% la-
beled data from each class to train our RS2ACF, since we 
would like to investigate how the percentage of labeled 
data affect the convergence of our RS2ACF. The conver-
gence results over different percentages of labeled sam-
ples are illustrated in Fig.4, where the x-axis is the num-
ber of iterations and the y-axis is the objective function 
value. We find that: 1) for different percentages of labeled 
data, RS2ACF can produce the similar convergence trends. 
That is, the convergence of our RS2ACF is robust to the 
percentage of labeled samples, because the percentage of 
labeled data has small effect on the convergence; 2) the 
objective function values of RS2ACF are non-increasing 
and also decrease smoothly. Specifically, our RS2ACF with 
the updating rules converges rapidly and the number of 
iterations is usually less than 15 in most cases.   
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(a) MIT face                                 (b) AR face                          (c) CASIA-HWDB1.1-D                (d) ETH80 object 
Fig.4: Convergence curves of our RS2ACF algorithm based on four face, object and handwritten digit databases.  
5.3 Clustering Evaluations 
1) Evaluation Metric: In this study, we use two widely-
used quantitative clustering evaluation methods, i.e., Ac-
curacy (AC) and Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) [30-
31], to evaluate the clustering results. AC is the percent-
age of the cluster labels to the true labels provided by the 
original data corpus. The NMI value is computed over the 
set of clusters obtained from the ground truth and the set 
of clusters obtained by performing clustering over the 
new representations by each algorithm. Note that the val-
ues of both AC and NMI range from 0 to 1, and the higher 
the value is, the better the clustering result will be.  
2) Clustering Evaluation Results: We compare RS2ACF 
with other methods for data clustering on MIT CBCL and 
AR face image databases. More specifically, we conduct 
K-means clustering [32] on the new representation of each 
algorithm. Following the common evaluation procedures 
[8-10][14][29], for each fixed cluster number K, we choose 
K categories from the datasets randomly and mix the data 
of these K categories as the data matrix X for matrix fac-
torization and clustering [29]. Resembling [14], the rank 
of factorization is set to K+1. In the experiments, we ran-
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domly choose 30% samples from each class to construct 
the labeled set for the semi-supervised learning as [14]. 
For each method, we average the clustering results, i.e., 
AC and NMI, over 20 times K-means clustering. Note that 
the clustering results based on varied K values are shown 
in Tables 2-3. We can draw the following conclusions. 1) 
The performance of each method goes down as the num-
ber of tested categories increases, since clustering data of 
less categories is relatively easier; 2) The semi-supervised 
CNMF, SemiGNMF, CCF and RS2ACF methods can deliv-
er better results than the unsupervised NMF, CF, PNMF 
and LCCF in most cases. More specifically, RS2ACF deliv-
ers comparable and even higher accuracies and NMI val-
ues than the semi-supervised factorization algorithms, i.e., 
CNMF, SemiGNMF, GDNMF and CCF.  
Table 2: Numerical clustering evaluation result of each algorithm on the MIT CBCL face database.  
K 
Clustering Accuracy (%) 
K-means NMF PNMF CF LCCF CNMF CCF SemiGNMF GDNMF RS2ACF 
2 53.5±1.5 54.5±2.0 57.8±3.3 56.6±1.7 72.5±4.5 73.5±5.4 75.4±4.4 81.6±6.4 83.5±5.7 88.6±5.2 
3 46.5±4.2 49.3±1.1 51.2±2.3 50.7±2.6 61.8±3.9 59.5±5.4 57.9±3.2 68.9±5.5 72.2±4.3 84.0±5.8 
4 43.9±6.1 44.7±0.9 48.2±1.3 46.5±2.2 54.8±3.6 55.2±1.1 53.4±0.7 58.6±5.4 62.2±4.2 69.5±5.9 
5 44.2±1.0 46.3±0.5 48.8±2.0 48.2±0.8 53.3±4.2 53.4±1.7 51.8±4.2 57.4±5.0 61.0±4.3 66.2±5.6 
6 38.9±2.0 41.2±0.5 47.9±1.2 39.9±2.5 48.2±3.9 49.3±1.3 47.6±1.4 54.2±4.8 56.2±4.9 62.0±6.3 
7 42.3±3.4 43.2±1.6 43.3±3.1 45.6±1.9 47.4±3.6 51.5±2.2 48.8±2.1 52.6±3.8 54.4±4.5 61.2±5.2 
8 37.8±2.4 38.1±2.5 40.2±2.5 40.5±2.2 47.6±4.2 49.5±4.1 46.1±2.4 53.5±4.2 52.9±4.5 59.7±4.9 
9 37.0±3.5 38.6±1.7 41.0±2.1 38.9±1.3 45.5±3.7 45.2±3.2 40.8±2.9 51.0±3.0 51.0±4.1 57.6±4.7 
10 44.5±2.9 44.9±4.2 46.8±2.3 45.2±2.8 46.3±3.5 51.6±3.1 48.2±2.6 51.2±3.3 50.6±3.7 56.9±5.0 
K 
Normalized Mutual Information (%) 
K-means NMF PNMF CF LCCF CNMF CCF SemiGNMF GDNMF RS2ACF 
2 68.5±1.3 70.3±2.1 73.2±1.4 72.5±4.1 79.3±4.2 78.5±3.9 77.2±4.5 86.1±6.8 88.2±5.5 92.5±6.1 
3 64.8±3.2 66.5±2.6 68.7±2.9 65.7±2.5 73.2±4.1 73.6±4.9 71.5±3.5 83.3±5.9 84.9±5.2 89.6±5.8 
4 60.5±8.5 62.2±3.3 66.8±2.5 65.5±1.8 68.0±4.2 70.5±3.6 68.5±2.5 80.5±5.2 82.2±5.2 88.2±5.2 
5 52.5±6.7 56.5±1.5 59.5±1.1 54.6±0.9 64.3±1.5 68.0±2.5 66.3±0.6 78.2±4.1 79.9±5.4 83.5±5.5 
6 44.9±4.5 46.0±0.8 50.3±3.0 49.6±1.7 62.5±2.8 66.6±1.0 64.7±3.0 72.0±3.2 76.0±5.0 79.6±4.2 
7 58.2±1.7 59.6±1.4 61.5±2.6 60.2±2.1 64.5±1.9 67.5±1.6 65.4±2.2 71.1±3.4 72.2±5.1 78.5±4.0 
8 57.1±2.7 59.2±1.9 62.2±1.5 62.3±2.8 66.1±2.6 66.8±3.1 63.8±2.4 72.3±3.6 70.5±4.5 77.2±4.9 
9 56.9±3.0 58.0±3.2 60.6±2.5 59.6±2.6 64.0±3.0 65.3±2.2 64.3±2.5 70.5±3.8 69.8±4.6 72.6±4.2 
10 54.8±2.4 56.1±3.2 59.5±2.0 58.5±2.2 59.1±2.1 60.3±2.5 60.7±1.8 68.4±3.6 67.5±4.2 68.3±4.1 
Table 3: Numerical clustering evaluation results of each algorithm on the AR face database.  
K 
Clustering Accuracy (%) 
K-means NMF PNMF CF LCCF CNMF CCF SemiGNMF GDNMF RS2ACF 
2 50.2±0.6 57.5±13.8 58.0±0.1 53.3±3.6 62.8±2.5 59.8±7.9 59.5±3.4 72.2±4.0 72.3±3.9 82.5±8.0 
3 36.4±7.8 45.6±12.2 46.9±0.5 39.7±3.1 50.5±2.2 52.1±7.6 49.2±6.9 68.8±3.9 65.8±3.5 66.0±7.4 
4 31.8±10.4 40.2±7.5 44.7±4.7 36.3±2.9 43.2±1.8 45.5±5.3 46.3±1.5 61.2±3.6 60.2±3.8 63.8±6.9 
5 30.1±6.5 35.2±6.6 41.2±0.3 29.3±1.5 41.8±2.0 42.1±4.9 44.0±3.5 55.5±3.6 57.5±3.1 61.6±6.6 
6 26.9±4.7 26.5±3.2 35.2±4.3 25.1±1.8 37.3±1.9 38.1±3.0 37.3±2.3 52.6±3.2 52.5±3.8 54.5±6.2 
7 24.3±4.7 24.9±2.7 27.4±1.8 24.7±1.4 35.6±1.3 31.7±2.5 34.7±3.4 50.1±3.5 48.6±3.2 52.5±6.5 
8 22.3±3.9 23.6±2.5 28.8±3.5 22.8±1.1 33.8±1.6 32.9±3.3 34.4±3.1 45.9±2.9 45.2±2.9 50.8±6.3 
9 21.9±4.3 25.6±4.7 28.2±3.3 22.9±1.0 32.5±1.5 34.1±4.1 35.5±3.1 44.5±2.9 43.0±3.0 50.5±5.9 
10 20.6±3.8 23.7±3.9 27.2±2.5 22.2±1.2 30.9±1.2 32.5±3.4 34.2±2.5 44.8±3.1 42.6±2.8 49.2±5.8 
K 
Normalized Mutual Information (%) 
K-means NMF PNMF CF LCCF CNMF CCF SemiGNMF GDNMF RS2ACF 
2 20.1±0.0 58.3±17.9 22.6±0.6 25.3±1.3 58.9±3.5 59.3±7.8 46.2±13.1 60.6±5.8 62.6±4.8 69.2±8.2 
3 46.0±14.2 46.5±21.6 41.1±2.0 35.8±2.7 56.2±3.4 51.2±10.9 52.9±10.6 62.5±5.2 64.5±5.2 68.9±8.0 
4 42.8±15.8 39.7±12.1 41.5±5.9 36.9±1.5 50.2±4.0 48.7±6.0 46.8±3.2 59.2±5.8 62.0±4.5 65.2±7.6 
5 31.6±9.2 37.5±9.1 35.1±4.1 38.3±1.1 40.9±2.9 42.3±3.9 43.5±3.4 56.8±5.6 59.2±3.8 64.4±7.4 
6 24.2±6.5 24.9±5.3 26.8±5.7 24.5±1.3 36.9±3.2 34.7±3.1 42.7±2.1 52.8±5.1 58.2±4.0 64.3±6.8 
7 29.6±6.4 28.5±3.8 28.3±2.0 28.8±1.5 38.2±4.2 34.8±2.5 42.4±3.0 53.4±5.4 55.4±3.9 62.5±7.1 
8 25.2±5.2 27.5±2.4 26.3±4.1 27.3±1.4 37.3±3.2 34.3±3.5 45.6±2.6 55.3±4.9 54.7±4.3 61.6±6.5 
9 22.8±6.1 32.1±6.7 26.7±4.5 29.2±1.1 36.9±2.9 38.4±4.6 45.8±3.3 51.0±5.0 53.8±4.2 60.8±6.2 
10 22.2±4.9 23.1±5.1 25.1±3.4 22.9±1.0 39.2±2.5 41.5±3.6 42.1±5.1 50.8±4.8 52.5±4.5 60.9±6.8 
 
5.4 Face Recognition 
We first use face recognition to evaluate the distinguish-
ing ability of the learnt new representation by each factor-
ization method. Three face image databases, i.e., JAFFE, 
MIT CBCL and UMIST, are used for evaluations. The per-
formance of our RS2ACF is mainly compared with those 
of NMF, CF, PNMF, LCCF, CNMF, SemiGNMF, GDNMF 
and CCF. Note that the classification process is described 
as follows. First, we perform each method to compute the 
new representation. Then, classification is performed over 
the new representation of each method. To evaluate the 
results, we use two popular classifiers, i.e., one-nearest-
neighbor (1NN) and a semi-supervised classifier termed 
Sparse Neighborhood Propagation (SparseNP) [33]. To avoid 
the randomness induced by bias, the accuracy is averaged 
based on 15 times random splits of training/testing imag-
es w.r.t. each case and each method for fair comparison.  
Classification on the original images. We firstly evalu-
ate each algorithm for classifying the original face images. 
For each semi-supervised method, the number of labeled 
face images per class is set to 30% of the number of sam-
ples. For the face classification by SparseNP, the number 
  
of labeled training data of each class is also set to 30% of 
the total number of training samples. Note that the com-
parison results by the 1NN and SparseNP classifiers are 
shown in Fig.5 and Fig.6 respectively, where the horizon-
tal axis is the number of training data per class and the 
vertical axis denotes the accuracy. We have the following 
finding. (1) The result of each method is enhanced by in-
creasing the number of training data. (2) RS2ACF delivers 
better recognition results than other factorization meth-
ods across all numbers of training data. Since the recogni-
tion task is performed based on the learnt new represen-
tation of each method, we can conclude that the obtained 
representation of RS2ACF is potentially more discriminat-
ing than those of NMF, CF, PNMF, LCCF, CNMF, Semi-
GNMF, GDNMF and CCF for classification, which can be 
attributed to the unified model of integrating the adaptive 
manifold preservation with semi-supervised concept fac-
torization, and enriching the supervised prior knowledge 
by jointly predicting the labels of unlabeled samples; (3) 
PNMF, LCCF and the semi-supervised methods can out-
perform CF and NMF for face recognition in most cases 
due to the use of labeled data or local information.  
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Fig.5:  Classification Accuracy vs. varied training numbers using 1NN classifier on the original images of  JAFFE database 
(left), MIT database (middle), and UMIST face database (right).  
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Fig.6:  Classification Accuracy vs. varied training numbers using SparseNP classifier on the original images of JAFFE data-
base (left), MIT database (middle), and UMIST face database (right).  
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Fig.7:  Classification Accuracy vs. varied training numbers using 1NN classifier on the random face features of JAFFE data-
base (left), MIT database (middle), and UMIST database (right).  
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Fig.8:  Classification Accuracy vs. varied training numbers using SparseNP classifier on the random face features of JAFFE 
database (left), MIT database (middle), and UMIST database (right).  
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Classification on random face features. We also evalu-
ate each algorithm for classification over the random face 
features. The random feature descriptor is widely-used 
for classification [34], [35]. To extract the random features, 
each image is projected onto a d-dimensional feature vec-
tor with a randomly generated matrix from a zero-mean 
normal distribution. Each row of the matrix is L2 normal-
ized. Similar to [34], [35], the dimensionality of a random 
face image feature is set to d=540 in our study. The classi-
fication results using the 1NN and SparseNP classifiers on 
random features are illustrated in Figs.7 and 8, respective-
ly. As can be seen from the figures, similar conclusions 
regarding the change trends of results and superiority of 
evaluated methods can be drawn from the results.  
5.5 Object Recognition 
We then conduct object recognition on two popular data-
bases, i.e., ETH80 and COIL100. The result of our RS2ACF 
is also compared with those of NMF, PNMF, CF, LCCF, 
CNMF, CCF and SemiGNMF. ETH80 contains images of 8 
big categories, and each big category contains 10 subcate-
gories. In this study on ETH80, each big category is treat-
ed as a single class, so an eight-class problem is evaluated. 
For recognition on ETH80, the number of training data in 
each class varies from {50, 100,…, 300}, and the training 
number per class tunes from {10, 15,…, 50} for COIL100. 
For each database, the number of labeled samples is set to 
30% of the total training number for the semi-supervised 
learning. We also provide the results obtained by the 1NN 
and SparseNP classifiers. The results on the two databases 
over the varied training numbers are shown in Tables 4 
and 5, respectively, where we mainly show the averaged 
accuracy±standard deviation (%) and the best record (%) 
for each model, and the highest accuracies in each study 
are shown in bold. We can find that: (1) Based on the 
learnt representations of each method, our RS2ACF tends 
to outperform other recent algorithms. The overall per-
formance of CCF, LCCF, PNMF, CNMF and SemiGNMF 
are comparable to each other on the ETH80 database due 
to their different properties. For the COIL100 database, 
LCCF, CNMF, CCF and SemiGNMF methods can debate 
PNMF, CF and NMF for recognition. CF and NMF are the 
worst methods in each setting. (2) Under the same simu-
lation settings, the results by SparseNP are usually higher 
than those obtained by 1NN, which can be attributed to 
the fact that SparseNP can use both labeled and unlabeled 
data for the semi-supervised classification.  
Table 4: Classification results on the ETH80 database.  
     Result 
Method 
1NN classifier SparseNP classifier 
Mean±std Best Mean±std Best 
NMF 40.75±3.24 43.83 41.67±3.20 45.42 
PNMF 63.34±4.20 66.75 66.85±2.69 69.55 
CF 42.05±2.45 44.50 43.20±3.85 46.75 
LCCF 68.22±4.25 72.10 70.95±4.58 74.28 
CNMF 69.85±4.62 72.47 72.53±3.21 76.68 
CCF 65.66±4.30 68.98 69.06±3.15 73.39 
SemiGNMF 69.62±5.20 73.21 72.55±4.96 78.02 
GDNMF 68.95±4.95 74.06 73.05±5.03 79.62 
RS2ACF 73.52±5.68 77.95 77.82±5.54 84.10 
Table 5: Classification results on the COIL100 database.  
      Result 
Method 
1NN classifier SparseNP classifier 
Mean±std Best Mean±std Best 
NMF 43.02±2.93 46.51 47.41±4.00 52.09 
PNMF 62.58±8.01 71.23 66.57±8.02 75.91 
CF 50.26±4.26 54.25 52.87±4.20 56.13 
LCCF 72.80±2.95 74.05 74.11±3.53 78.32 
CNMF 64.82±8.18 73.18 65.49±8.65 74.56
CCF 62.62±6.27 70.46 64.35±6.67 73.23 
SemiGNMF 73.16±7.55 84.45 76.56±6.72 85.50 
GDNMF 74.52±5.36 83.80 79.30±5.88 86.38 
RS2ACF 77.25±8.20 87.52 82.25±7.63 88.95 
5.6 Handwritten Digit Recognition 
We evaluate RS2ACF and other methods for handwritten 
digit recognition. CASIA-HWDB1.1 and USPS databases 
are involved. For CASIA-HWDB1.1 [24], the subset called 
HWDB1.1-D [25], including 2381 handwritten digits (‘0’-
‘9’), from CASIA-HWDB1.1 is used for the evaluation. For 
USPS database, we choose the first 3000 handwritten dig-
its (i.e., 300 per class) for the simulation. For each dataset, 
the number of training digits varies from {40, 80,…, 200}. 
The averaged accuracy rates and best record (%) over dif-
ferent training numbers) by the 1NN and SparseNP clas-
sifiers are reported in Tables 6 and 7, from which we can 
find that RS2ACF still delivers better results than its com-
petitors. CNMF, CCF, SemiGNMF and LCCF obtain better 
results than NMF, PNMF, and CF in most cases. Thus, 
RS2ACF can represent the handwritten digits appropriate-
ly, i.e., the learnt representations of digits are more dis-
criminative than other methods, which can once again be 
attributed to the seamless integration of the adaptive local 
preservation with semi-supervised concept factorization, 
and the joint learning of class indicator for unlabeled data.  
Table 6: Classification results on the USPS database. 
           Result 
Method 
1NN classifier SparseNP classifier 
Mean±std Best  Mean±std  Best 
NMF 61.00±2.94 64.10 63.50±2.25 66.30 
PNMF 49.14±0.75 55.80 53.70±3.21 59.51 
CF 52.46±3.03 54.10 56.05±2.70 58.54 
LCCF 72.52±6.32 80.05 75.55±6.28 82.20 
CNMF 72.13±5.66 77.80 76.58±4.85 84.28 
CCF 70.14±5.49 79.52 73.68±5.20 83.75 
SemiGNMF 73.62±6.24 81.25 76.20±5.97 84.49 
GDNMF 74.65±5.44 82.24 78.28±5.82 83.59 
RS2ACF 77.59±6.32 84.16 82.22±5.80 87.05 
Table 7: Classification results on the HWDB1.1-D database.  
           Result 
Method 
1NN classifier SparseNP classifier 
Mean±std Best Mean±std  Best 
NMF 19.55±2.13 22.46 23.35±2.50 26.41 
PNMF 48.21±3.54 53.25 50.92±2.45 56.35 
CF 18.82±2.13 22.23 21.53±2.31 25.57 
LCCF 68.23±3.81 70.25 70.47±3.35 74.80 
CNMF 61.85±4.02 64.48 64.18±4.70 69.35 
CCF 56.49±3.26 58.88 59.68±4.21 64.42 
SemiGNMF 72.85±5.15 74.92
20 
75.35±5.08 79.67 
GDNMF 73.68±5.50 77.59 74.45±5.66 80.73 
RS2ACF 77.62±4.59 79.84 78.39±4.20 84.22 
  
5.7 Parameters Sensitivity Analysis 
(1) Hyperparameter analysis of our RS2ACF. We mainly 
explore the effects of the model parameters  ,  and  on 
the result of RS2ACF. Due to page limitation, the quantita-
tive data classification result is reported as an example, 
and one face database (i.e., UMIST) is chosen. Since our 
RS2ACF has three parameters, we first fix 4=10  and use 
the widely-used grid search strategy [37-38] to tune   
and  from the candidate set {10-8, 10-6, 10-4,…, 108}. Then 
we fix 4=10 and -4=10 to tune  from the candidate set. 
For classification, the number of training data per class is 
set to 50% of the total number of samples, and the num-
ber of labeled training data of each class is also set to 50% 
of the number of training samples. The 1NN classifier is 
used for evaluation in this study. The classification accu-
racy is averaged over 15 random splits of training/testing 
samples. The parameter selection results are illustrated in 
Fig.9. Note that similar observations can be obtained from 
other databases, so we simply set 4=10 , -4=10 and 4=10  
for the simulations of RS2ACF in this paper.  
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Fig.9: Classification results of our RS2ACF over various 
parameter settings on UMIST face database.  
(2) Hyperparameter analysis of other competitors. We 
also present the analysis results of the individual parame-
ters of other competitors on the evaluated databases, i.e., 
JAFFE, UMIST, MIT, COIL100, ETH80 and USPS data-
bases. Specifically, the evaluated LCCF and SemiGNMF 
have one parameter in their problems and GDNMF has 
two parameters. Let λLCCF and λSemiGNMF be the parameters 
of LCCF and SemiGNMF respectively, and let αGDNMF and 
βGDNMF denote the parameters of GDNMF. We then explore 
the effects of these parameters on the classification results 
of the methods. The 1NN classifier is also applied in this 
study. First, to evaluate LCCF and SemiGNMF, we vary λ 
form the candidate set, and test the classification accura-
cies under different training samples. Second, to evaluate 
GDNMF, we also use the grid search strategy [37-38] to 
tune αGDNMF and βGDNMF from candidate set. For JAFFE, 
UMIST, MIT, COIL100, ETH80, USPS and HWDB1.1-D, 
10/20/50/40/50/50/50 samples from each class are cho-
sen as the training set respectively, and the labeled ratio is 
also set to 30%. The results of LCCF and SemiGNMF are 
shown in Figs.10-11. The results of GDNMF are shown in 
Fig.12 as examples, where the number of training samples 
is set to 50 for MIT, USPS, ETH80 databases, and set to 
10/20/40 for JAFFE, UMIST and COIL100 respectively. We 
can find that LCCF, SemiGNMF and GDNMF obtain the 
results of similar trends on different databases. Moreover, 
we report the best choice of hyperparameters in Table 8.  
Table 8. Settings of parameters for classification by LCCF, 
SemiGNMF and GDNMF over tested databases.  
Method JAFFE UMIST MIT COIL100 
LCCF (λ) 106 106 106 106 
SemiGNMF (λ) 104 104 104 104 
GDNMF (α,β) (10-6, 104) (10-4, 10-2) (10-4, 10-8) (10-4, 10-6) 
Method ETH80 USPS CASIA-HWDB1.1-D 
LCCF (λ) 108 104 108 
SemiGNMF (λ) 104 104 104 
GDNMF (α,β) (10-6, 10-4) (10-6, 102) (10-6, 10-2) 
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(a) JAFFE              (b) UMIST                 (c) MIT CBCL          (d) COIL100             (e) ETH80                 (f) USPS  
Fig.10: Classification accuracies of LCCF under various parameters and various training numbers, where n/c denotes the 
number of training samples of each class.  
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(a) JAFFE              (b) UMIST                 (c) MIT CBCL          (d) COIL100             (e) ETH80                 (f) USPS  
Fig.11: Classification accuracies of SemiGNMF under various parameters and various training numbers, where n/c denotes 
the number of training samples of each class.     
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Fig.12: Classification accuracies of GDNMF under various parameters.                                                                                                                             
 
5.8 Further Evaluation on Classification 
 (1) Investigation on the rank r of factorization. In this 
study, we investigate the effects of rank r on classification. 
MIT CBCL face database, COIL100 object database and 
CASIA-HWDB1.1-D handwritten database are evaluated. 
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For MIT CBCL, we fix the training number to 200, set the 
number of labeled data to 60 per class and vary r from {4, 
6, 8,…,22}. For COIL100, 40 samples are randomly chosen 
from each class to from the training set with 12 labeled 
data per class, and the rank r tunes from {15, 30,…,150}. 
For HWDB1.1-D, the training number per class is set to 
100 with 30% labeled, and r is tuned from {4, 6, 8,…,22}. 
The analysis results over different rank r of the factoriza-
tion are shown in Fig.13. We can find that: 1) our RS2ACF 
delivers higher results than other related models across 
all choices of r; 2) the best results are usually obtained 
around the point r=c+1, where c is the number of classes, 
which keeps consistent with the conclusion of [14]. Thus, 
r=c+1 is used for each method in all simulations.  
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Fig.13: Comparison of classification accuracies vs. varied rank r of representations on the MIT CBCL face database (left) and 
COIL100 object database (middle) and CASIA-HWDB1.1-D database (right) , respectively.  
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Fig.14: Comparison of classification accuracies vs. varied number of labeled samples (per class) on the MIT CBCL face data-
base (left) and COIL100 object database (middle) and CASIA-HWDB1.1-D database (right), respectively.   
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Fig.15: ROC curve comparison of each method by the logistic regression classifier on UMIST face database (left), COIL100 
object database (middle) and USPS database (right), respectively. 
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Fig.16: ROC curve comparison of each method by the SparseNP classifier on UMIST face database (left), COIL100 object da-
tabase (middle) and USPS database (right), respectively.  
  
Table 9. AUC and runtime perormance comparison based on three evaluated real-world databases.   
Result 
Method 
UMIST face database COIL100 object database USPS digit database 
AUC1 AUC2 Time (s) AUC1 AUC2 Time (s) AUC1 AUC2 Time (s) 
Baseline 0.5851 0.5548 - 0.4317 0.4020 - 0.3839 0.8821 - 
NMF 0.7095 0.8089 0.56 0.4519 0.4342 1.59 0.5329 0.8634 1.08 
PNMF 0.6534 0.8009 1.63 0.5834 0.4209 2.25 0.4850 0.9173 8.25 
CF 0.7111 0.7082 1.55 0.5951 0.5548 40.35 0.4278 0.9600 14.26 
LCCF 0.7467 0.8269 5.10 0.6006 0.4762 349.64 0.5575 0.9895 39.21 
CNMF 0.7809 0.9421 10.77 0.7663 0.7203 489.45 0.6846 0.9629 46.68 
CCF 0.8868 0.9511 14.55 0.8285 0.8618 655.22 0.5312 0.9610 98.96 
SemiGNMF 0.8974 0.9082 7.82 0.6375 0.6302 38.50 0.6356 0.9849 16.49 
GDNMF 0.8471 0.9269 6.96 0.6442 0.6841 52.09 0.5847 0.9085 18.50 
Our method 0.9938 0.9789 18.64 0.8818 0.8912 574.35 0.9636 0.9954 84.45 
 
(2) Investigation of the effects of labeled numbers of 
samples on classification. In this experiment, five semi-
supervised algorithms, i.e., CNMF, GDNMF, SemiGNMF, 
CCF and our RS2ACF, are evaluated. MIT CBCL, COIL100 
and CASIA-HWDB1.1-D databases are also evaluated. In 
this study, the training number of samples in each class is 
fixed and the percentage of labeled number of samples is 
varied. For MIT CBCL, COIL100 and HWDB1.1-D data-
bases, we randomly choose 100, 40, and 100 samples from 
each class to construct the training sets. The proportion of 
the labeled samples varies from {5%, 10%,…,95%} for each 
database. The classification result of each semi-supervised 
method by the 1NN classifier is shown in Fig.14. We can 
find: 1) the increasing number of labeled samples can sig-
nificantly improve the result of each method initially, but 
the increasing trend becomes slow as the number of la-
beled data is increased to a higher level; 2) our RS2ACF 
can deliver the better classification results over different 
numbers of labeled samples in most cases, and the per-
formance superiority of our RS2ACF over other methods 
is more obvious when the labeled number is relatively 
small. Note that this phenomenon is promising for semi-
supervised learning, because the number of labeled sam-
ples is limited in most real applications.  
(3) Investigation on binary classification. Binary data 
classification problem is also discussed. In this study, the 
binary logistic regression classifier [51] and SparseNP [33] 
are employed to evaluate the results. The running time 
performance of each factorization methods is also pre-
sented. Three real image databases, i.e., UMIST face data-
base, COIL100 object database and USPS database, are 
used as examples. For each database, we consider the first 
class as the positive class data and the other classes are 
treated as the opposite class data. For UMIST, COIL100 
and USPS, we choose 20, 6 and 50 samples from each 
class to form the training sets respectively, where 6, 3 and 
20 samples are selected as labeled. To quantify the binary 
classification, ROC curves [42-43] and the corresponding 
area under the ROC curve (AUC) values are shown in 
Figs.15-16 and Table 9 respectively, where AUC1 denotes 
the result by the logistic regression classifier and AUC2 is 
the result by SparseNP. Note that we also report the clas-
sification results of the SparseNP and the logistic regres-
sion classifier on the original raw data (without going 
through factorization) as the baseline. To test the runtime, 
the averaged training time of factorization by each meth-
od are reported for fair comparison. We can find that: (1) 
RS2ACF is superior to other methods by delivering higher 
AUC values in investigated cases; (2) the results of base-
line methods on original raw data are worse than other 
methods by performing factorization for new representa-
tions, which implies that the learnt new representation by 
factorization can indeed improve the classification; (3) for 
runtime performance, RS2ACF needs comparable time to 
CCF, and both needs more time than other methods; (4) 
logistic regression is on-par with SparseNP in some cases, 
e.g., AUC1 and AUC2 are comparable on COIL100, while 
SparseNP is superior to the logistic regression on UMIST 
and USPS by delivering higher AUC values in most cases.   
6 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We proposed a new and robust semi-supervised adaptive 
concept factorization algorithm that aim at improving the 
discriminating ability of the new representations and the 
robustness properties to noise and gross sparse errors. To 
enhance the discriminating power, RS2ACF incorporates 
class information of labeled data as hard constraints and 
estimates class information of the unlabeled data by soft 
constraints. Specifically, RS2ACF jointly obtains a robust 
label predictor to propagate class information of labeled 
data to unlabeled data, and also compute an explicit label 
indicator for unlabeled data. That is, RS2ACF also makes 
full use of unlabeled data by predicting their labels, and 
adds them into the constraint matrix as soft constraints to 
make the representations more discriminative. To encode 
the locality more accurately, RS2ACF clearly preserves the 
manifold structures of the labeled and unlabeled data 
adaptively in the representation space and label space, i.e., 
the weights are ensured to be optimal for representation 
and classification of high-dimensional data jointly.   
We have conducted extensive clustering and classifica-
tion simulations to show the effectiveness of RS2ACF. The 
investigated cases show that enhanced results can be de-
livered by RS2ACF, compared with other closely related 
factorization methods. In future, how to choose the opti-
mal rank of factorization needs further investigation. In 
addition, how to speed up the optimization process of our 
RS2ACF will also be investigated in future.   
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